Attention DNR Timber Purchasers

AUGUST 2022 TIMBER AUCTION UPDATE #1 — 8/16/2022

August 2022

The **Q North Wenas** sale in **Southeast Region** has been updated. Due to the Cow Canyon wildfire, Unit 1 of this sale saw near complete mortality of the stand and will now be a salvage unit. The notice of sale, schedule A in the contract, and cruise have all been updated. The minimum bid for the biddable species, Douglas-fir, has been reduced to $8.00/ton, reducing the overall sale value to $143,000. Effective 8/16/2022

The **Q Nile Fire Salvage** sale in **Southeast Region** has been added to the August 2022 auction page. Effective 8/4/2022

The **Mahi Mahi Cedar Salvage** in **Olympic Region** has been added to the August auction page. Effective 8/15/2022

September 2022

The **Pinnacoal** in **Northwest Region** has been updated to add additional culverts for the planned DE-6012 construction. Effective 7/28/2022

The **Bedford** sale in **Pacific Cascade Region** has been converted from a sort sale to a lump sum contract and has been added to the September auction page. Effective 8/15/2022

Early Sale Previews

Early draft sale preview packets for October 2022 sales have been added. Effective 8/1/2022

Timber Sale Auction Packets
Current Contract Harvesting Bidding Opportunities
Early Timber Sale Previews
DNR File Sharing Site for sale shapefiles and GeoPDF maps

*All e-mail auction updates are listed on the right column of the webpage of the month’s timber sales.*

Subscribe here if you would like to be notified about updates/changes in proposed DNR timber sales. Unsubscribe

www.dnr.wa.gov